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During a programme of optial identi�ation of X-ray soures from the ROSAT all-skysurvey bright soure atalogue (Voges et al., 1999) with the ROTSE1 database (Wo�zniaket al., 2004) it was found that the unatalogued variable NSVS objet ID 7869362 (= GSC2038.0293) was oinident with the X-ray soure 1RXS J160248.3+252031. Further detailsof the programme are presented in Bernhard et al. (2005). GSC 2038.0293 has V = 10:62and B � V = 0:83 from the Tyho-2 atalogue (H�g et al., 2000), the 2MASS ataloguegives J �K = 0:612 (Cutri et al., 2003).Our observations were made using both a 20-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope anda Starlight XPress SX CCD amera with BV �lters (2005) and BV R �lters (2006) inLinz, Austria and a Flat�eld Camera 576/2.0 with a CCD amera OES-LCCD12 andIR-utting �lter in Velden, Germany (2005 and 2006). The omparison stars used wereGSC 2038.0565 and GSC 2038.0663, whih were found to be onstant within < 0:03 mag.The following primary minima were observed in 2005 and 2006 (Table 1):Table 1: Times of primary minima of GSC 2038.0293 (HJD 245. . . )minimum time �lter observer O � C (d)3566.433 (2) IR utt. Frank �0:0023569.405 (2) V Bernhard �0:0033846.348 (2) IR utt. Frank +0.0053877.555 (2) V Bernhard +0.002
Figures in brakets denote rms errors in units of the last deimal, O � C values werealulated with the ephemeris given below.A Fourier analysis of the available data inluding ASAS3 (Pojmanski, 2002) andROTSE1 was performed to searh for periodiity of the light variations. The follow-ing ephemeris an be derived from the analysis with the algorithm Period04 (Lenz andBreger, 2005): HJDMinI = 2453560:491 + 0:d495410� E:�3 �1
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The folded (and in y-diretion shifted) light urves of the BV R �ltered observationsin May and June 2006 are given in Figure 1 and show an amplitude of nearly 0.20 magfor the B observations and of nearly 0.18 mag for the V and R observations.

Figure 1. Folded BV R light urves of GSC 2038.0293 in the observing season 2006
The shape of the folded light urve with two minima of onsiderably di�erent widthlearly identi�es GSC 2038.0293 with a very short period and heavily spotted RS CVntype star. This �nding is also supported by the X-ray identi�ation, and the values ofthe Tyho-2 and 2MASS olours, whih point to a spetral type of late G or early K.B � V and V � R values of our observations in 2006 indiate a slight reddening of thestar, when it enters the minimum of the spotted light urve. The peak to peak amplitude(i.e. the magnitude di�erene between the seondary and primary minima), determinedby low order polynomial �tting, is for the B band about 0.09 mag, for the V and R bandonly 0.07 and 0.06 mag. This is in good agreement with data from literature, where a�R=�V value of 0.90 for ative stars has been determined (Drake, 2006).The period of 0.495410 days is very short for an RS CVn star. Only one of 206 binarysystems of the seond edition of the atalogue of hromospherially ative binary starshas a shorter period (XY UMa, 0.4789944 days; Strassmeier et al., 1993).The folded light urves of ROTSE1, ASAS3 and our V -band data, whih are shiftedfor the di�erent years, are given in Figure 2.ROTSE1 data are available for 1999 and 2000, ASAS3 V data for 2003, 2004, 2005and 2006 (�lled irles). Our V -band data for 2005 and 2006 are shown as open irles.The amplitudes of the V and R band are very similar (see Figure 1). Therefore it anbe assumed, that also ASAS3 (V ) and ROTSE1 amplitudes (near R values) are roughlyomparable.
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Figure 2. Folded ASAS3 and ROTSE light urves (�lled irles) and our V data (open irles) in1999{2006

Figure 3. Peak to peak amplitude of the minimum of the spotted light urve in the ASAS3 andROTSE data (�lled squares) and in our V -band data (open squares) in 1999{2006
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It an be learly seen, that the primary minimum has fairly the same amplitude in1999{2006, but the depth of the minimum of the spotted light urve is hanging to a largeextent. The long-term hanges of the light urve are illustrated in more detail in Figure 3.The amplitude of the spotted light urve shows a lear variation in 1999{2006 with twolear maxima in the years 1999 and 2005. In 2005, the year of the highest variation, theminimum of the spotted light urve was fainter than the primary (elipsing) minimum.We notied onsiderable hanges in the shape of the lighturve on timesales of a fewweeks in our B, V and un�ltered observations. This resulted in an inreased satternear the minimum of the spotted light urve in the ASAS and our data of that year (seeFigure 2).Though it is lear that more observations will be neessary to desribe the long-termativity of GSC 2083.0293, (yli?) variations on timesales of 6{8 years seem to our.Similar yles have also been observed for other RS CVn stars (e.g. Berdyugina andTuominen, 1998). We onlude that GSC 2038.0293 is a new RS CVn variable with oneof the shortest known periods and a dramatially hanging light urve. We hope that thepresent study will stimulate more observations of this interesting, high ativity star.Aknowledgements: The authors want to thank Dr. Christopher Lloyd and Dr. Kon-rad Dennerl for ollaboration and suggestions. This researh has made use of the SIMBADand VizieR databases operated at the Centre de Donn�ees Astronomiques (Strasbourg) inFrane.
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